
On the Pathway of Life
The pathway of life leads through many lands and places. 
In some places the land is flat, and the path is easy to 
follow because it is long and straight. Sometimes it might 
even seem so easy that it's a bit boring. That's a time when 
you have to run the race of life with endurance,1 and stick 
with it even if it seems tedious.

Then there are other times when this trail leads over a 
mountain that seems to have risen up out of nowhere to 
stand in your way. You look to see if you could make a 
long detour and go around it, but that is not where the 
trail leads. Instead, the trail takes you right up that 
mountain, and you cringe as you look ahead, thinking, Is that 
where I have to go?

This path  
is getting  
boring.
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In those times, when you are faced with 
what seem like daunting encounters 
in your life, you might be tempted to 
wonder if you are still on the right 
path. You can always be certain that 
Jesus is there with you, no matter 
what challenge is ahead. He leads the 
way, telling you that you can make it, 
that you've got what it takes, that you 
simply need to keep putting one foot in 
front of the other until you reach the 
top. 

Before you know it, you're at the top 
of the mountain. You can look back 
down over the trail you have come 
along and can be pleased. You actually 
made it!

Keep  
going! You can  

make it!



The pathway of life between challenges often goes 
on easily for a while; even when you encounter some 
difficulty or challenge, that time doesn’t go on 
indefinitely—there are lulls when things seem to be 
going pretty good. That's like the easier part of 
going down the other side of the mountain path. Just 
because it is easy and you are going down doesn't 
mean you're not making progress. You may be going 
down, but you are not going back down, you are going 
forward down. This is the part of the path that leads 
you from one mountain challenge to the next. 

What?!  
We’re going back  

down?
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No matter where the path of life leads,  
Jesus walks beside you.
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Of course, there are some times 
when there seems to be one 
challenge after another, when it 
seems you barely have gotten to 
the top of one mountain to find 
it's only a foothill to an even 
bigger mountain you must climb. 
There's not that time of rest 
along the path like you had 
with some of the smaller 
mountains. But just as 
before, Jesus will be with 
you. He will walk beside 
you, hold your hand, and 
even carry you when 
you're too weary to 
walk any further. Those 
are like the times when 
you can find perfect 
peace because you 
are depending on and 
trusting in Jesus to 
help you through 
the challenge.2

The mountains of life are like the challenges you face as you 
are growing up and maturing, such as learning a new skill set, 
overcoming negative habits, or learning to adapt to a new 
environment. Those challenges usually take time and effort, 
but if you persevere, then you come through them with success.

The path of life with its twists and turns and its ups and 
downs helps to define who you are. The challenges set 
before you shape your character and are a chance for you 
to draw closer to Jesus and grow more confident in the 
skills and gifts He’s given you. And during those difficult and 
dark times on the path, remember to use the lamp of God’s 
Word to guide you and illuminate the path before you. 

Footnotes: 
1 See Hebrews 12:1.
2 See Isaiah 26:3. 
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